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In this paper we propose an extended entropy condition for general systems 
of hyperbolic conservation laws with several space variables. This entropy con- 
dition generalizes the well-known condition (E) of Volpert for a single con- 
servation law with several space variables and reduces to the entropy condi- 
tion proposed earlier by the author for systems with one space variable. The 
Riemann problem for general nonisentropic gas equations has a unique solution 
for initial data with arbitrarily large jumps. The occurrence of a vacuum 
region is observed. The projections of shock curves on the pressure-velocity 
plane are analyzed so as to study the interaction of weak shocks. Our results 
differ markedly from those of previous works in that we do not assume the 
equation of state to be polytropic. In fact our assumptions on the equation of 
state allow the pressure to be a nonconvex function of specific volume. 
The Riemann problem for this general system of gas equations was also 
treated by B. Wendroff when the initial data are near constant. 
1. GENERAL CONSERVATION LAWS 
We consider the general system of conservation laws 
Ut + f WJ),, = 0, --cO<Xi<oO, t>O, (1-l) 
i=l 
where U = (ur ,..., u,#, Fi - (fii ,..., fnt”)t, U = U(x, t) and x = (x1 ,..., x,). 
Assume that (1.1) is hyperbolic, that is, for any nonzero vector v = (vr ,..., Y,), 
the matrix M(v) E CF=r ~,(aFi/aU) has real eigenvalues AV1 < XV2 < ... < /L” 
with corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors rV1, Y,~,..., rYln for each U. 
We sometimes simply write h,i and ryi as 2 and ri. 
A bounded measurable function U(x, t) is a weak solution of (1 .l) with 
initial data 
w% 0) = uow (1.2) 
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if for any 0(x, t) E C,“(lP; R+), 
I l!dlan 
U(x, t) @t(x, t) + f F”((x, t))@&, t) dx dt 
i=l t>o (1.3) 
+ L 
U,(x) 0(x, 0) dx = 0, 
where 0 is the zero vector. 
Suppose that a weak solution U(x, t) of (1.1) and (1.2) has a discontinuity 
of the first kind at (x, t) along the surface g(x, t) = 0 which has a nonzero 
normal (v. , vi ,..., v,), v, = ag/at, vi = ag/ax, ,..., v,, = ag/ax, . Then the 
following Hugoniot condition holds. 
g1 v,(F”(U+) - qu-)) = vow+ - U-h w 
where U+ = lima,,+ U(x + 6v, t) and U- = lim,,,- U(x + 6v, t). It is 
easily seen that v = (vl ,..., v,) is nonzero. 
For fixed v = (vi ,..., v,) and U” = (~10 ,..., u,O), the shock curwes is defined 
as: 
S”(UO> = 1q 
CL Vi(fi( U) - hwo>> = CL Vi(f7ciW - fki( UON 
uj - zq Uk - 243 
= 4-A Uo), j, k = 1, 2 ,..., m 
where a,( U, U,) is the shock speed. Condition (H) says that U+ E S,(UJ 
and v. = a,( U- , U,). Motivated by Lax [3], we assume that S,( U,) consists 
of n smooth curves S,i( U,), j = 1,2 ,..., m, in the U-plane, such that for any 
U E S’,j(U,), x-l(U) < u,(U, U,) < Xf,+‘(U) (cf. [4]). For U, E Syj(Uo), 
(U, , U,) is admissible if it satisfies the following extended entropy condition (E). 
%(Uo, U)>GJo, U) m 
for any U E S,j( U,) between U, and U, . If a discontinuity (U- , U+) is 
admissible, then, under general assumptions (cf. [4]), it can be shown that 
(U- , U+) satisfies the following generalized Lax’s shock inequalities (L) 
(cf. [31)* 
hJ(U-) 2 %(U- , U+) a h'(U+) w 
when U+ E S:( UJ. Condition (E) is equivalent to (L) if (VA?) * ryi # 0, 
that is, (1.1) is genuinely nonlinear with respect to v. Condition (E) reduces 
to the well-known extended entropy condition for a single conservation law 
with several space variables (cf. [6]). 
505/22/2-14 
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The Riemann problem (1.1) is the Cauchy problem with initial data 
qx, 0) = ut for x . v < 0, 
= UT for x. v > 0, 
(1.4) 
where U, , U, , and Y are constants. Similar to the one space variable case, 
we can treat the Riemann problem and relate a shock satisfying condition 
(E) to the traveling wave solution of the associated viscosity equations. 
2. SHOCK CURVES FOR NONISENTROPIC GAS EQUATIONS 
The nonisentropic gas equations in Eulerian coordinates are (see, e.g., [2]) 
Pt + (P& + (P& + (P4 = 0 
(conservation of mass), 
(P4t + (PU2 + P)z + (P42I + (PUW)z = 0 
(conservation of momentum), 
(P4 + (P4, + (PV2 + PI, + (PzJf4 = 07 
(PW)t + (P=@4z + (PW”)u + (PW2 +P)z = 07 
(PE)t + (PUE + P& + (P”E + pa + (PWE + w>, = 0 
(conservation of energy), 
P = P(T, e) = P(T, s) > 0 (equation of state), 
P-1) 
where t 3 0, (x, y, z) E [w3, and (u, o, w), p (2 0), p, e, s are the velocity, 
density, pressure, internal energy, and entropy, and E = i(u2 + w2 + ~2) + e, 
the total energy, T = l/p the specific volume. We assume that 
p, = ap(~, e)/ae > 0 and 27, = ap(T, e)/aT < 0. (2.2) 
By the thermodynamics identity de = -p dT + T ds, we have 
p, = ap(T, S),‘aT = -pp, + P7 < 0 and p, = ap(7, s)/as = Tpe > 0. 
Since the system (2.1) is invariant under rotation, without loss of generality, 
we will only observe discontinuities propagating along x-axis. That is, we 
take the vector v in Section 1 to be (1 , 0, 0), and write S, and M(v) as S and M. 
Then 
0 1 00 0 
-442 + pl 2u+p2 P3 PO PO 
M= -uw W 0 0 . 
-uw ii 
-uE - up1 - (up/p) E + UPON+ (p/p) up3 u;O u +“up” 1 
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Here the vector U in Section 1 is taken to be (p, pu, pa, pw, pE) and (p”) is 
the gradient of p with respect to U. Their values are 
pl = -A - P,E + u2 + v2 i- wa p 
P2 P et 
*P=-!s 
P ’ 
*3=-?9 p4=?* *o+ 
The eigenvalues and eigenvector of M are 
+.-LI&r!, h2=u, &=.+(--p,)‘le, 
P P 
rl = (1, u (-PP” , er, w, PE + P ; 4-*q, 
P 
(2.3) 
yg = (1, u ; (-*7Y2, o, w, PE + P + N-*Y2). 
P P 
Here u is the multiple eigenvalues and a vector r is a eigenvector corre- 
sponding to X2 = u if and only if r * Vu = r . Vp = 0. Assumption (2.2) 
implies that h, and X, are real and (2.1) is hyperbolic. In what follows, we 
denote by V G a/au. We have 
Y1 * vu = -(-PT)“” 
P2 ’ 
r3 . vu - c-*y2, 
P 
Y, * vp = r3 ’ vp = -*,/p2, 
r1 * VA, = - *m 
2( -pzp7’/2 ’ 
f-9 * VA, = *,, 
2( -prp”)‘l” ’ (2.4) 
r, - vs = r3 * vs = 0. 
The Hugonoit condition for U and U, are 
U= PU - POUO = (PU2 + *> - (Po@02 + PO) = PUV - POUOWO 
P - PO PU - POUO P” - PofJo 
(2.5) 
= PUW - PO~OWO = (EPU + *4 - (EOPA + *ouo) 
. 
PW - PO” PE - POEO 
From (2.5) it follows that u = u. if and only if u = u. if and only if p = p, . 
In other words, U and U, are connected by a contact discontinuity with speed 
u = u. = u if and only if u and p are unchanged across the discontinuity. 
Similarly, if (z # u. , thenu#u,,p#p,andv=w,,w=w,.Thatis, 
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the velocity component tangent to the surface of the discontinuity suffers 
no change across a forward or backward shock wave; while across a contact 
discontinuity, the velocity component normal to the surface of the disconti- 
nuity remains unchanged. The forward shock curve through U, is the set 
S,( U,) = (U E S( U,,) 1 u( U, U,) > ZL,,} and the backward shock curve through 
U, is S,( U,,) = {U E S( U,) 1 u( U, U,) < uO}. The following lemma shows 
that S,( U,,) and S,( U,,) are smooth curves and are functions of both u and p. 
LEMMA 2.1. Given Zz # uO , there exists at most one point on (U j u = 22} n 
Si( U,), i = 1 or 3. Similarly, given j # p, , there exists at most one point 
on (U 1 p = a} n &(U,), i = I or 3. 
Proof. Suppose that two points U f u, i7 = (p, pii, jYvO , jw,, , $}, 
0 = {F, i% PO , Fwo ,13-R are on S( U,,) with shock speeds C? = u( u, U,) # uO 
andb=o(~,U,,)#u,. To prove the first part of the lemma, we let u = 
ii = u and show that 
(0 - u,)(i5 - uo) < 0. (2.6) 
From (2.3, it follows that for any U E S(U,,), 
P-PO= 
PO@ - uo> = P(U - %> 
u-u u--u0 ’ 
P - PO = PO@ - UONJ - uo), (2.7) 
e - e, = $(u - uo)z + ty 12; 
U 
Suppose that (2.6) is false, that is, (6 - u,)(S - uo) > 0. Without loss of 
generality, assume that C? > 5. When u > u, , we have, from (2.7), p <p, 
@ > $ and B < e’. On the other hand, since 3 -p = (p - j)p,(p”, d) + 
(Z - a)~,(& a) for some (p”, d) between (p, a) and (p, Z), (2.2) implies that if 
p<~and~<e’,thenjY<jXThereforewehave~=~,P=pand~=eP 
and so u = fl which is a contradiction. The case u < u. is treated similarly. 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
Next, assume that p = j? = p. We only prove the second half of the 
lemma when p > p, . From (2.5), we have for U E S( U,), 
l-PO= P-P0 
P Po(U - UOY ’ 
1 P2 - PO2 
e - e. = 2 po2(u - uo)2 - 
WV 
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We first prove that (5 - uJ2 = (5 - u,,)~. Suppose otherwise. (G - u,,)~ > 
(3 - ~,,)s. Then, by (2.8), p < p’ and T < e’ and so, by (2.5), j - F > 0 which 
is a contradiction. Similarly, it is impossible to have (c? - uJ2 < (E - u,J2. 
To prove (2.6), it remains to show that c! - u,, # B - u,, . Indeed, if 
I 5 - u,, = u - z+,, then jj = p and T = e’ by (2.8), and so u = u’ by (2.7). 
This implies that a = fl which is a contradiction. The proof of the lemma 
is complete. Q.E.D. 
3. THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
The Riemann problem for nonisentropic gas equations with one space 
variable was treated in [4]. It was proved that the solution ot the Riemann 
problem is unique. In this section we give a simpler proof to the uniqueness 
theorem. We also observe the existence of the solution to the Riemann 
problem. 
From the investigation of shock curves of (2.1) in Section 2, we find that 
the shock curves and rarefaction curves for (2.1) are analogous to that for 
equations with one space variable: 
Pt + (Pa! = 0, 
(P4 + CPU2 + Pit! = 09 
(PJ% + (PUE +$a! = 0. 
(34 
Therefore, for simplicity we consider the Riemann problem (3.1) with 
initial data 
u = u, for x < 0, 
u = u, for x > 0. 
(3.2) 
where u = (P, PU, PE), Ul = (pt , PA , p&J, etc. 
It is observed that if U(x, t) is a solution of (3.1) and (3.2) satisfying 
condition (E), then for any 01 > 0, U(m, ~lt) is also a solution satisfying 
condition (E). We therefore seek solutions of (3.1) and (3.2) which are 
functions of x/t. We first note that a smooth solution which is a function of 
x/t is a centered rarefaction ruuwe (cf. [3]). This is so, because if U = U(S), 
?i = x’t, is a solution of (3.1), then from (3.1), U’(S) + SMU’(S) = 0. 
Here U’(6) = dU/dS and M is defined in Section 1. This implies that U’(S) 
is a right eigenvector and 6 is an eigenvalue of M. That is, U(6) is a centered 
rarefaction wave. 
In what follows, a centered forward (backward) wave is a piecewise smooth 
solution U(x, t) of (3.1) such that U is a function of x/t and x/t >, u(x, t) 
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(x/t < U(X, t)) and such that condition (E) is satisfied across any discontinuity. 
From above discussions, we know that centered forward (backward) wave 
consists of centered rarefaction waves and centered shocks associated with 
R, and Ss (R, and S,) curves. Here Ri are integral curves of ri , i = 1, 3. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given any $xed U, , there exist smooth curves a(lJ,,) and 
/I( U,) such that 
(i) Cl, E CX( U,) (E ,!3( U,,)) if and only if U, can be connected to U,, from 
the left (right) in a unique way by centered backward (forward) waves. 
(ii) u and p both are monotonic along a( U,) and /I( U,), and if a( U,,) and 
B( U,,) are so directed that u is increasing along LY(U,) and @(l-J,), then p is 
decreasing (increasing) aZong a( U,) (p( U,)). 
Proof. For the proof of (i), we refer to [4]. To prove (ii), we note that by 
the construction of 01 and /?, CX( U,,) is tangent to R, and S, curves and j3( U,) is 
tangent to R, and Ss curves. Part (ii) is therefore the consequence of (2.4) 
and Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. The Rie-mann problem (3.1) and (3.2) has at most one 
weak solution U(x, t) in the class of centered waves. 
Proof. Suppose that the Riemann problem (3.1) and (3.2) is solved by 
connecting U, to U, by backward centered waves. U, to U, by a contact 
discontinuity, and U, to U, by forward centered waves. Then U, E CX( U,), 
U, E p( U,) and u( U,) = u( U,) = u*, p( U,) = p( U,) z p*. Therefore the 
projections of CC( UJ and b(U,) on the u-p plane meet at (~*,p*). On the 
other hand, (ii) of Theorem 3.1 implies that (u*, p*) is uniquely determined 
by U1 and U, . Therefore U, and U, are uniquely determined by U, and U, . 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we note that the backward waves 
connecting U, to U,. and forward waves connecting U, to U, have unique 
forms as asserted in (i) of Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
To prove the existence theorem we further assume that p + 0, if and 
only if p -+ 0, . For simplicity, we also assume that p,, has only a finite 
number of zeros, so that ti(U,) and /l(U,,) consist of R curves or S curves 
eventually. 
THEOREM 3.3. The Riemunn problem (3.1) and (3.2) has a solution U(x, t) 
in the class of centered waves such that u(x, t) is always $nite, and p(x, t) and 
p(x, t) are positive except possibly for 01~ < x/t < 01~ ; --CO < $ < a2 < +CO, 
where p and p are zero. 
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Proof. Let a(U,) and I be the projections of CX(U,) and /3( U,) on the 
u-p plane, respectively. Suppose that a( U,) and /?( U,) intercept. Then it is 
clear from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that the Riemann problem has a solution 
U(x, t) such that U(X, t) is finite and 9(x, t) and p(x, t) are positive. 
If a( U,) and /?( U,.) d o not intercept, then (ii) of Theorem 3.1 implies that 
one of the following cases must occur. 
(i) There exist p > p such that p -+ fi along a( U,) and p ---f p along 
B(u,) as u - +a, 
(ii) there exist p > j5 such that p -+ $ along a( UJ and p -+ p along 
/3(U,) as u--t -00, 
(iii) there exist @ > ii such that u -+ u along LY( U,) and u + u’ along 
B(uJ as P -+ +m, 
(iv) there exist % > u’ such that u --f u’ along a( U,) and u -+ ti along 
B(uJ as P(or P) -+ 0, . 
Suppose that (iv) holds. Then Ul can be connected to some point U, on 
a( U,) by backward waves and some point U, on p( U,) is connected to U, by 
forward waves. Furthermore u( U,) = zi < ii = u( U,) and p( U,) = p( U,) = 
p(Ul) = p( U,) = 0. Therefore it is obvious that we can connect U, to U, 
by setting p = p = 0 and u an arbitrary finite number. We note that the 
backward and forward waves do not overlap, because ii < U: The theorem 
holds in this case. 
It remains to show that cases (i)-(iii) do not hold. We show this only when 
a( U,) and p(U,) are composed of rarefaction curves eventually. The case 
where a( U,) or /?( U,.) is tangent to shock curves S eventually can be treated 
similarly by using the Hugoniot condition. 
When (i) holds, then X,(U) is decreasing as U moves along p(U,) and 
u -+ +cc (cf. [4]). In particular /\a( U) is b ounded from above. On the other 
hand, X,(U) = u + (( -pa)1/2/p) > u and so X,(U) -+ + co which is a contra- 
diction. Therefore (i) does not hold. Similarly, (ii) does not hold. 
When (iii) holds, then X,(U) is increasing along CY( U,) as p -+ + co and so 
p7J U) > 0 along CX( U,) eventually. For U E a( U,), we write p = p(u). It is 
shown that d2p/du2 < 0 because pJ U) > 0. That is, Z(U,) is concave 
downward. Therefore (iii) cannot be valid. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. Q.E.D. 
We remark that (3.1) is in Eulerian coordinates; in the Lagrangian coor- 
dinates the vacuum region (where p = 0) shrinks to a single ray. For isentropic 
gas flow, the occurrence of the state of vacuum along a single ray was observed 
by Smoller [5]. 
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4. SHOCK INTERACTION 
The projections of shock and rarefaction curves on the u-p plane are 
functions of u and also functions of p as asserted in Lemma 2.1. This observa- 
tion makes it easy to study the shock interaction. In this section, we investigate 
only the intersection of weak shocks. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that p,, > 0, p, < 0 and {U, , U,,,} and {U, , U,} 
are both forward (backward) shocks satisfying condition (E). Then for 
I U, - U, I + 1 U, - U, 1 sz@ciently small, the Riemann problem (3.1) and 
(3.2) has a solution consisting of a contact discontinuity and a forward (backward) 
shock and (i) a backward (forward) rarefaction wave if p,, > -4p,p,, OY 
(ii) a backward (forward) shock if p,, < -4p,p, . 
Proof. We only prove the theorem when {U, , U,,,} and {U,,, , U,} are 
both backward shocks. The other case is dealt with similarly. It is known 
and can be shown easily by (2.4), that if (U, , U,} is a backward (forward) 
shock satisfying condition (E) and p,, > 0, then u( U,) < u( U,) and p( U,) > 
p(U,) (p( U,) < p(U,)). Let U* E S,( U,) with u( U*) = u(U,.). The proof 
of the theorem will be complete if we can show that for 1 U, - U, 1 + 
I urn - u, I small, p(U*) < p(U,) if P,, > -4p,p, , and p(U*) > p(U,) 
if P,, < -4P., P, . 
We denote by dldu the derivative with respect to u along R,(U,) and 
a/au the derivative with respect to u along S,( U,). Since Rl(Um) is tangent 
to S,( U,), U, E S,( U,), and R, is a vector field, we have only to show that at 
u = i&, 
and 
(ii) & (!$ - 2) > 0 if p,, -=c -4p,p,, and $ (2 - $) < 0 
if P,, > -4P,P, . 
Abbreviating pz(u - q) by .$, the Hugoniot condition for (U, , U} becomes 
t = P - Pz _ -(u - uz) = P” - PZUZ -- 
u - uz 7 - Tz E-Ez ’ (4.1) 
where p, = p( U,), rz = 7(Uz), etc. Differentiating f(u - uz) = p - pz 
along S,( U,), we have 
(u - UJ g + E = g and (u-u,)$+2$=$& 
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Therefore at U = U, , 
+/au = .$ and aapIa = 2(ag/a24). (4.2) 
On the other hand, differentiating (4.1) along S (U,) and using equalities 
aE/au = (&/au) + u and ap/au = p,(ae/au) + j,(aT/au), we have for 
u E S,( uz> 
aP 26PT + fPP,(P - Pz) 
au =p7-~z+P,(P-Ppl)~ (4.3) 
Evaluating (4.3) at U = U, , we find that 
apjau = dpldu = 4 = A,( U,) (4.4) 
which is the first equality in (i). 
We now differentiate (4.3) once along &(U,) and use (2.4), (4.2), and 
(4.4) to show that for U = Uz 
89 wau Pm _ a dP 
s=-=2h,a-- -* ( ) azl du (4.5) 
This proves (i). 
Differentiating (4.3) twice along S,( U,) an d using (4.2) and (4.4), it follows 
that at U = U, , 
!g+M(;~ - A) + I a) - (- 4k2). (4.6) 
From (2.4), we readily find that for U = U, 
a2 dp 
sz= ( ) 
Al(d2p/du2) + 2(d2p/du2) 
-2h,2 * 
By the same arguments leading to (4.5), we can prove that d2pJdu2 = azp,lau2. 
Therefore (4.2) and (4.4)-(4.7) imply that at U = Uz 
(4.8) 
This proves (ii) and hence the theorem. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. The constitutive equation for the polytropic gas is (cf. [2]) 
p(~, s) = const * es’c9-y, 1 <r<2, 
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with 
$7 = RT, c, = R/(y - 1) > 0. 
Conditions (2.2) are satisfied: 
P, = -YPb < 0, Pm = Y(Y + 1) (P/T”) > 0, 
P, = WvlP > 0, P, = PAT = (Y - lb > 0, 
A=p,+ppe= -P/T<O. 
Therefore, we have p,, + 4p,p, = (p/G) (y(y + 1) - 4y(y - 1)) = 
(py/~) (5 - 3~). Theorem 4.1 implies the following known result (cf. [l]). 
If y < 5/3, then the interaction of two weak forward (backward) 
shocks produces a forward (backward) shock and a backward 
(forward) rarefaction wave, if y > 5/3, then the interaction of two 
weak forward (backward) shocks produces forward and backward 
shocks. 
It is also known that when y = 5/3, the interaction of two weak forward 
(backward) shocks produces a backward (forward) rarefaction wave. To 
prove this, we have to compute the higher derivatives of p along shock and 
rarefaction curves. 
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